The Learning Ecosystem included with your registration provides the entire Level I curriculum as well as practice questions, mock exams, and other helpful resources. Utilize the features in the Learning Ecosystem to help you plan for success.

Successful candidates report spending an average of 155 hours studying, so it's important to stick to your plan. Use the default study plan in the Learning Ecosystem to progress through the curriculum sequentially or switch to the adaptive plan to evaluate your knowledge and prioritize topics according to your strengths and weaknesses.

Practice questions and mock exams are an important part of your study time. The Learning Ecosystem allows you to time yourself as you take practice tests so the pace of the exam becomes second nature.

The Level I curriculum covers five main topic areas. Exam questions are based on the Learning Outcome Statements at the beginning of each curriculum reading, so master them before you take your exam.

Learn the formulas; they will not be made available to you at the exam. Make sure you have an approved calculator and understand how to use it correctly. These tools will be critical to your ultimate success.